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The Medical institute has also said that revised exam schedule for nursing students will be notified soon via the official portal i.e. aiimsexams.ac.in. Get Direct Link Here.
AIIMS BSc (H) Nursing Exam 2021 Postponed Again due to COVID-19, Revised Exam Scheduled to Out soon at aiimsexams.ac.in
Covaxin trial one for children of age group 2-18, mixing up vaccines could be helpful. Experts opine on the current vaccination status of India.
COVID Vaccination And Children: Top Medical Experts Answer FAQs Before Possible Third Wave
Dr. McBride: From a purely medical standpoint ... What do you advise for plane travel with kids under 12? Should they test/mask when they arrive to grandparents’ homes? Dr. Gupta: If ...
To mask or not to mask: Three doctors answer the big lingering questions
The European Commission detailed information implant manufacturers need to provide under the new rules, while also publishing a document on the European Medical Device Nomenclature and how it relates ...
EC issues medtech guidance on implant cards required under MDR
Myths about test-tube babies and technique: The world has evolved over the centuries in terms of advancements in the space of technology and medical procedures. While many believe that the ...
Doctor Speaks: Myths About Test Tube Babies, And The Technique – All Your Questions Answered | Exclusive
When Kelly Turner was arrested and charged with killing her daughter after allegedly pretending the girl had a severe illness for five years, it raised questions about how doctors could have ...
Medical child abuse — like that alleged in Olivia Gant case — is rare and hard to identify, experts say
One of the most obvious causes of night-time sweating is a fever. You should take your temperature during and after sweating.
'I’ve been sweating at night for years - how can I stop?': DR MARTIN SCURR answers your health questions
Students have expressed relief at the cancellation of the Class 12 board examinations. The real test, however, will be the assessment criteria used to bring out the marksheet ...
Explained | With board exams cancelled, here are some alternate assessment options
The 18-year-old, who was being held at the Dub Brassell Detention Center, died at approximately 12:18 p.m. Saturday, and the family is seeking answers to what they describe as an emotional roller ...
Answers sought in jailed man's death
Eriksen was given emergency CPR on the pitch with the game against Finland temporarily suspended just before half-time; Team doctor and head coach believe the remainder of the game should not have bee ...
Christian Eriksen: Denmark team doctor says midfielder 'was gone' but medical tests look normal so far
The Covid in Scotland Study will begin recruiting soon, funded by the Scottish Government Chief Scientist Office and led by the University of Glasgow.
Study to focus on long-term health of people who have had coronavirus
In her weekly segment with CP24, Dr. Eileen de Villa, Toronto's medical officer of health, answers viewer questions about COVID-19. She also tackles topics related to the pandemic, including vaccines, ...
COVID-19 vaccines, Delta variant: Q&A with Toronto's medical officer of health
Two medical workers in the southern Chinese city of Guangzhou have been infected with the coronavirus, the first medical staff to be infected in the most recent outbreak in the city. Four new cases of ...
Coronavirus: new infections in Guangzhou include two medical workers at Covid-19 treatment hospital
After an agonizing three-day wait, the results of a blood test came back in her online ... a guide for patients on how to interpret medical terminology in radiology reports is being developed ...
Patients can now request health care data online--possibly before a doctor sees it
THIS AFTERNOON, I’M BRINGING IN WTAE MEDICAL ... TO ANSWER MORE OF YOUR COVID-19 VACCINE QUESTIONS. THE FIRST QUESTION COMES FROM LORI. SHE ASKS, WHAT ARE THE LONG-TERM EFFECTS OF THE COVID ...
Get the Facts on the Vax: What are the long-term effects of the vaccine?
With about 80,000 vaccines distributed so far throughout the region, it may seem as though testing isn’t needed anymore.
Region 5 medical director gives update on COVID-19 testing
After an agonizing three-day wait, the results of a blood test came back in her online ... a guide for patients on how to interpret medical terminology in radiology reports is being developed ...
Doctors now must provide patients their health data, online and on demand
If you’ve been shopping for life insurance, you may feel you’ve entered into a time warp of long applications, life insurance medical exams and ... your initial level term length) are at ...
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